
Chapter 18  - Volcanic Activity 

Aka Volcano Under the City 



18.1 Magma 

• Describe factors that affect the formation 

of magma. 

• Compare and contrast the different types 

of magma. 



Temperature 

Temperature and 
pressure increase 
with depth beneath 
Earth’s surface.  



Lithosphere 

Temperatures hot enough to melt rock exist 
at the base of the lithosphere. 



Pressure 

The fact that most of 
the rocks in Earth’s 
lower crust and 
upper mantle do 
not melt to form 
magma, even 
though the 
temperatures there 
are high enough, is 
explained by the 
effect of pressure.  



Magma Formation 

All of the following 

affect the 

temperature at 

which magma 

forms:  

– pressure  

– water 

– composition of 

source material  



H
2
O Presence 

The temperature at which a substance melts 

decreases with the presence of water.  



Wet vs. Dry 

At any given 

pressure, 

wet albite 

will melt at a 

lower 

temperature 

than dry 

albite.  

As pressure 

increases, 

the melting 

point of 

dry albite 

increases.  



Source 

Basalt melts 

to form 

basaltic 

magma 

Granite 

melts to 

form 

rhyolitic 

magma. 

Andesite 

melts to 

form 

andesitic 

magma 



Starting Material 

Composition (Source Material) 

  

 

Type of 

Magma 

 

Source 

 

Silica (Si0
2
) 

content 

 

Viscosity 

Basaltic 

(mafic) 

Upper 

Mantle 

 

Least 

 

Least 

 

Andesitic 

(intermediate) 

Ocean 

crust and 

ocean 

sediment 

Rhyolitic 

(felsic) 

Continental 

Crust 

 

Highest 

 

Greatest 



Internal resistance to flow 

Viscosity 

Examples of viscosity 

http://www.gso.uri.edu/lava/Viscosity/viscosity.html


Most explosive 

Most explosive form of magma – rhyolitic magma 

Rhyolitic magma-fueled volcanoes are especially 

explosive because rhyolitic magma is highly viscous 

and contains a large volume of trapped gas.  



Lava Viscosity 

Lava that has 

low viscosity 

moves faster  

than lava with 

high viscosity. 

Pahoehoe Lava Mt. Pinatubo 



Higher Silica 

The higher the silica 

content in lava, the 

higher the lava’s 

resistance to flow.  



Higher 

Temperature 

The hotter the magma 

or lava, the lower is 

its viscosity.  



Lava & Magma   

Both magma and lava are mixtures of molten rock, 

mineral grains, and dissolved gases.  

Lava is magma that has 

reached Earth’s surface. 

Magma exists beneath 

Earth’s surface. 



Quiz 18.1 

 



18.2 Intrusive activity 
• Explain how magma affects overlying crustal rocks. 

• Compare and contrast intrusive igneous rock bodies. 



Classify Plutons. 

Size, shape, and relationship to surrounding 

rocks are used to classify plutons. 



Intrusive Igneous bodies 



Intrusive Igneous 

bodies 
Types of plutons include: 

•batholiths,  

•stocks,  

•sills,  

•dikes,  

•and laccoliths. 



Batholiths Largest type of pluton  



Laccoliths  are plutons that cause 

overlying rocks to bow 

upward.  



Sills  

Tabular pluton parallel 

to the rock it intrudes 



Dikes vs. Sills  

Dikes 

A dike forms when magma 

invades cracks and cuts 

across older layers of 

rock. 

Sills 

A sill forms when magma 

intrudes and is parallel to 

older layers of rocks. 

Both sills and dikes are plutons. 



 Schoodic Pt. Dike  
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18.2 Quiz 

 



18.3 Volcanoes 

• Describe the major 

parts of a volcano. 

• Compare and contrast 

shield, cinder-cone 

and composite 

volcanoes. 

• Contrast the volcanism 

that occurs at the 

plate boundaries. 

• Explain the 

relationship between 

volcanism and hot 

spots 



Landscape  

Features 
Vents, craters, and 

calderas are 

landscape features 

associated with 

volcanoes. 

http://www.volcano.si.edu/volcanoes/region13/hawaii/kilauea/3403kil3.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a4/Volcano_q.jpg


Vents 

Lava erupts through 

an opening in 

Earth’s crust called 

a vent.  



Caldera 

Depression that 

forms when the top 

or side of a volcano 

collapses into the 

magma chamber  

caldera 



Volcano Types 

Cinder-cone volcanoes 

have steep sides and are 

generally the smallest 

volcanoes.  

Shield volcanoes are 

made of basaltic lava.  



Pyroclastic Flow 

Rapidly moving 

volcanic material -  



Where do Volcanoes occur? 

Most volcanoes occur along convergent boundaries. 



Rift Volcanism 

Volcanism that occurs under 

water along mid-ocean 

ridges is rift volcanism. 

 

 

 



Volcanic Hot Spots 

Location of 
volcanoes 
formed as the 
result of hot 
spots - Pacific 
Ocean 

Remember picture has hyperlink 

http://www.classzone.com/books/earth_science/terc/content/visualizations/es0904/flash/es0904_hotspot.swf
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Mt. Nyiragongo  
Nyiragongo is located on continental crust 

and lies along the East African Rift. 

Nyiragongo is considered one of the most 

dangerous volcanoes in the world because 

of its particularly fast-moving lava, which 

can flow more than 60 miles per hour.  



Mt. Nyiragongo  
For hundreds of years, people have 

operated farms at the bases of active 

volcanoes, such as Mt. Nyiragongo in 

spite of the risks. What might be the 

reason for this?  

Volcanic material which comes out onto 

surrounding land during eruptions, are 

made up of minerals that enrich the 

soil. Thus, farmland around active 

volcanoes is especially fertile.  


